The brain depends on a continuous supply of oxygen to maintain its structural and functional integrity. This study measured T 1 from MRI under normobaric air, normobaric oxygen, hyperbaric air, and hyperbaric oxygen (HBO) conditions as a marker of tissue pO2 since dissolved molecular oxygen acts as an endogenous contrast agent. Brain tissue T 1 decreased corresponding to increased pO2 with increasing inhaled oxygen concentrations, and tissue oxygenation was estimated from the T 1 changes between different inhaled oxygen levels. Tissue pO2 difference maps between different oxygen conditions showed heterogeneous pO2 changes in the brain. MRI-derived tissue pO2 was markedly lower than the arterial pO2 but was slightly higher than venous pO2. Additionally, for comparison with published extracellular tissue pO2 data obtained using oxygen electrodes and other invasive techniques, a model was used to estimate extracellular and intracellular pO2 from the MRI-derived mean tissue pO2. This required multiple assumptions, and so the effects of the assumptions and parameters used in modeling brain pO2 were evaluated. MRI-derived pO2 values were strongly dependent on assumptions about the extraand intracellular compartments but were relatively less sensitive to variations in the relaxivity constant of oxygen and contribution from oxygen in the cerebral blood compartment. This approach may prove useful in evaluating tissue oxygenation in disease states such as stroke.
Introduction
The brain depends on a continuous and adequate supply of oxygen to maintain its structural and functional integrity. Acute interruption of brain tissue oxygen could lead to loss of consciousness within seconds and irreversible neuronal damage can occur within minutes (Siesjo, 1978) . Chronic mild reduction of brain tissue oxygen tension could result in hypoxic injury and neurodegeneration. Hyperbaric oxygen (HBO) therapy to improve tissue oxygenation has been used to treat stroke, traumatic brain injury, and chronic wounds, amongst others (Al-Waili et al., 2005) . Prolonged exposure to high levels of oxygen is however harmful. The extent to which tissue oxygenation is modulated under different inhaled oxygen concentrations, especially during hyperbaric conditions, is however not well understood.
Tissue oxygen tension can be measured using reflectance spectrophotometry (Chance, 1965; Hempel et al., 1977) , oxygen-sensitive microelectrodes (Nair et al., 1975) , fluorescence quenching (Mitnick and Jobsis, 1976) , optical and infrared probes (Jobsis, 1977) , electron spin resonance oximetry (Liu et al., 1993) , and 19 F magnetic resonance Mason et al., 2010) . Under normobaric air, most studies reported extracellular oxygen in the brain to be about 20 mm Hg although it ranges from 9 to 49 mm Hg under different anesthetics and measurement methods (Nair et al., 1975; Oshino et al., 1974) . Intracellular pO2 measurements are usually made in vitro, and in vivo measurements are sparse. Intracellular pO2 has been reported to be about 5 mm Hg in vivo although it also varies over a wide range (Whalen and Nair, 1967) . The above-mentioned methods are invasive and require the implantation or injection of exogenous probes, constituting barriers to human applications. Oxygen tension can also be measured non-invasively using magnetic resonance imaging by exploiting dissolved molecular oxygen as an endogenous paramagnetic T 1 relaxation agent for water protons. Although molecular oxygen is a weak relaxation agent relative to the total cellular milieu that exerts T 1 relaxation on water, normobaric oxygen inhalation shortens whole-brain water T 1 by 2-7% in rats (Shen et al., 2011; Wu et al., 2012) . T 1 MRI changes have been used as an index to monitor tissue oxygenation changes via the T 1 changes associated with oxygen or carbogen inhalation in tumors (Hallac et al., 2014; Mason et al., 2010) . In the vitreous where the protein content is low and thus the relaxation contribution from dissolved oxygen is relatively more substantial, the mean vitreous pO2 in humans was found to be 16.7 ± 6.5 mm Hg (Muir et al., 2013) and 13.7 ± 7.8 mm Hg (Simpson et al., 2013 ) using water T 1 MRI.
The goal of the present study was to evaluate the feasibility of T 1 MRI to measure changes in mean brain tissue pO2 (tpO2) under five different oxygen conditions: normobaric air (NB), hyperbaric air (HB) at 4 atm absolute (ATA), normobaric oxygen (NBO), 3ATA hyperbaric oxygen (HBO), and 4ATA HBO. A model was used to estimate extracellular pO2 for comparison with published experimental data using oxygen electrodes and other invasive techniques. The effects of the assumptions and various parameters used in determining tpO2 were evaluated.
Materials and methods

Estimating brain tissue pO2 from T 1
Dissolved molecular oxygen is an endogenous paramagnetic relaxation agent. The relaxation rate constant R 1 (R 1 = 1/T 1 ) is linearly proportional to the partial pressure of dissolved oxygen. The relation in distilled water at 37°C and 3 tesla is (Muir et al., 2013) ,
where the intercept is the intrinsic relaxation rate constant of water. Under ambient air (pO2 of 159 mm Hg), the relaxation contribution is relatively small (0.033 s −1 ) compared to the intrinsic relaxation rate of water. If different relaxation mechanisms that contribute to R 1 in vivo are additive, then:
where R 1 (O 2 ) is the relaxation due to dissolved oxygen and R 1 (other) includes water's intrinsic relaxation rate and the relaxation due to all other relaxers in the tissue. Calculation of tpO2 in vivo from T 1 required several major assumptions. (i) We assumed that relaxivity in pure water is the same as in intra-and extracellular tissue water in vivo. This is a reasonable assumption given that molecular oxygen is very small relative to gadolinium complexes, and thus likely to be less affected by viscosity and macromolecules on the tumbling frequencies. Indeed, no significant differences in oxygen relaxivity were observed amongst phosphate buffered saline, 5% bovine serum albumin in phosphate buffered saline, and in vivo blood (Pilkinton et al., 2011) , between buffered saline with and without 0.3 g/L human serum albumin (Zaharchuk et al., 2005) , or between balanced salt solution and vitreous samples (Simpson et al., 2013) . In contrast, gadolinium agents show enhanced relaxivity in plasma and whole blood compared to water (Rohrer et al., 2005) . (ii) The oxygen relaxivity is weakly dependent on field strength as summarized in Table 1 . The effects of the relaxivity constant on the MRI-derived tpO2 are evaluated in the Results section. (iii) The extracellular and intracellular compartments are assumed to be in the fast exchange limit, so that the average measured T 1 is a volumeweighted average of the extra-and intracellular T 1 values. Similarly, the extravascular and intravascular compartments are also assumed to be in the fast exchange limit. (iv) The intravascular contribution on tissue T 1 and thus pO2 is assumed to be negligible because of its small volume fraction. The effects of blood volume contributions on the MRIderived tissue pO2 were also evaluated. (v) We presented data as absolute pO2 for comparison with published data in a quantitative manner. This required the assumption of baseline intra-and extracellular pO2 and volume fractions under normobaric air. To model extra-and intracellular pO2 from the mean tpO2, we also assumed the ratio of intra-to extracellular pO2 did not change under the different oxygen conditions. Ranges of these assumed values were evaluated to assess the effects of these assumptions on the MRI-derived pO2.
Animal preparation
The animal protocol was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of Texas Health Science Center San Antonio in accordance with the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. All animals were initially anesthetized with 5% isoflurane mixed with room air and maintained under 1.5-2.0% isoflurane for preparations. Data were collected under five different oxygen conditions: normobaric air (NB), hyperbaric air (HB) at 4ATA, normobaric oxygen (NBO), 3ATA hyperbaric oxygen (HBO), and 4ATA HBO. Three groups of male Sprague-Dawley rats (254-600 g; Charles River Laboratories, O'Fallon, MO, USA) were studied, with NB data acquired in all groups: (i) Data at 4ATA HB and 4ATA HBO were acquired on the same animals under urethane anesthesia (1.5 g/kg, ip, N = 7). (ii) 3ATA HBO data were acquired under α-chloralose anesthesia (a bolus of 60 mg/kg I.V. followed by 30 mg/kg/h after 45 min, N = 4) on a second group of animals. (iii) NBO data were acquired in a third group under 1.2% isoflurane anesthesia (N = 5).
All groups were imaged under spontaneous breathing conditions. Respiration rate, heart rate, and arterial oxygen saturation were monitored (MouseOx, STARR Life Science Corp., Oakmont, PA), and rectal temperature was maintained at 37 ± 0.5°C with a feedback-regulated circulating warm water pad. Animals were placed into a head holder with ear and tooth bars.
Hyperbaric studies
A custom-made hyperbaric chamber for rodent MRI was constructed from PVC pipe as described previously (Muir et al., 2014) . HBO was achieved using ambient air to pressurize the chamber with a separate line to deliver oxygen locally to the nose. This protocol prevents the risk of explosion associated with highly concentrated oxygen. We previously measured the delivered O 2 percentage of our setup to be 90%-93%. Cables for radiofrequency coils and biometric equipment and tubing for intravenous anesthesia were passed into the chamber. The chamber was pressurized over 10 min to prevent potential side effects from rapid pressurization. Sustained HBO exposure was limited to about 25 min, by switching back to air delivery through the line to the nose, to avoid potential O 2 toxicity.
Magnetic resonance imaging
MRI was performed on a 7T magnet with 400 mT/m gradients (Bruker, Billerica, Massachusetts) and with a transmit/receive surface coil (2 cm diameter). Global shimming was only performed once at the beginning of a session and was not repeated under different conditions. T 1 was measured using inversion-recovery gradient-echo echo ⁎ Only a single value was reported as the difference between with and without serum albumin (SA) was not significantly different.
planar imaging with field of view = 25.6 × 25.6 mm 2 , matrix = 96 × 96, seven 1.5 mm thick slices, 2/3 partial Fourier acquisition, echo time = 9.9 ms, and repetition time = 12 s. Data acquired in both groups with hyperbaric conditions used ten inversion times from 23 to 3623 ms equally spaced by 400 ms and 3 signal averages. The data of the NBO group were acquired using the same parameters, except that six inversion times (25, 500, 1000, 2000, 4000, and 8000 ms) and 4 signal averages were used.
Data analysis
Image analysis was done using Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, MA). T 1 maps were calculated using a three-parameter non-linear fit of the data at different inversion times, TI, to the equation
, where M(TI) is the signal intensity at a given TI, M 0 is the equilibrium signal intensity, and B is the efficiency of the inversion pulse. Average whole brain R 1 was measured under each condition.
The mean tpO2 at NB was assumed to be the volume-weighted average of 20 mm Hg extracellular pO2 (Nair et al., 1975) with 25% extracellular volume (van der Toorn et al., 1996; Van Harreveld, 1972) , and 7.5 mm Hg intracellular pO2 (Chen et al., 1977; Coyer et al., 1983; Whalen and Nair, 1967) , giving a value of 10.6 mm Hg. This value of tpO2 yielded an R 1 (O2) of 0.00213 s −1 for NB using an oxygen relaxivity of 2.0 × 10
/mm Hg. The mean tpO2 under other conditions was calculated from adding the tpO2 at NB to the change in tpO2 relative to NB, which was calculated as the difference in R 1 relative to NB divided by the oxygen relaxivity. Note that if only change in tpO2 is desired, such assumption of basal tissue pO2 is not necessary. Maps of tpO2 changes amongst different inhaled oxygen conditions were calculated to evaluate the spatial heterogeneity of the tpO2 maps.
T 1 MRI data provided mean tpO2 (average of all tissue compartments). We further modeled the intracellular and extracellular pO2 for comparison with published pO2 literatures which mostly reported extracellular pO2. The extracellular and intracellular pO2 were calculated from the measured mean tpO2 using assumed volume fractions and ratio of extra-to intracellular pO2. We varied this ratio by varying extracellular and intracellular pO2 independently over physiological ranges. Comparisons were made with reported extracellular pO2 as a function of inhaled pO2 concentrations from the published literature using invasive techniques. Comparisons were also made with published arterial and venous pO2.
To evaluate the possible effects on calculated pO2 with respect to the assumptions made, MRI-derived pO2 was modeled over ranges of physiological extracellular pO2, intracellular pO2, and extracellular volume fraction, while keeping one of the three parameters fixed at a time. We also simulated the effects of the relaxivity constant and blood volume fraction on tissue pO2. To evaluate the intravascular contribution, we assumed that blood consisted of 30% arterial blood and 70% venous blood (Duong and Kim, 2000; Lee et al., 2001) , with the extracellular volume fraction reduced proportionally to account for the total blood volume fraction. Values of blood pO2 at NB, 4ATA HB, NBO, 3ATA HBO, and 4ATA HBO were estimated from the literature with arterial pO2 as 90, 500, 550, 1900, and 2600 mm Hg (Clark and Lambertsen, 1971; Jacobson et al., 1963; Lambertsen et al., 1953; Weaver and Howe, 1992; Whalen et al., 1965) , and cerebral venous pO2 as 40, 47, 50, 74, and 100 mm Hg (Jacobson et al., 1963; Lambertsen et al., 1953) .
Statistical analysis
Group-average data are expressed as mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM) unless indicated otherwise. Paired t-tests with Bonferroni-Holm correction for multiple comparisons were used to compare R 1 at NBO, HB, and HBO to normobaric air. Linear regression was used to determine the relationship between inspired pO2 and R 1 . , respectively. The respective confidence intervals for each condition were 0.562-0.582, 0.578-0.609, 0.536-0.617, 0.539-0.640, and 0.596-0.671. R 1 values of all conditions except for NBO were significantly larger than that of NB (P b 0.05). These T1 MRI data provided mean tpO2. In addition, intracellular and extracellular pO2 were calculated for comparison with published pO2 literatures which mostly reported extracellular pO2.
The mean tpO2, and intracellular and extracellular pO2 are approximately linear as a function of inhaled pO2 from the NB, NBO, 4ATA HB, 3ATA HBO, and 4ATA HBO conditions (Fig. 1) . The MRI-derived extracellular pO2 data are consistent with brain extracellular tissue pO2 from published literature using different invasive techniques (Fig. 2A) . The MRI-derived extracellular tissue pO2 data are slightly higher than published cerebral venous pO2 but markedly lower than published arterial pO2 (Fig. 2B) .
To evaluate the effects of the parameters and the assumptions used in the MRI-derived extracellular pO2 calculation, we assessed physiological ranges of basal extracellular and intracellular pO2 at NB and of extracellular volume fraction, while keeping two of these three parameters fixed at a time (Fig. 3) . MRI-derived extracellular pO2 values showed substantial dependence on assumed extracellular pO2 and intracellular pO2, with larger deviations at higher pO2 concentrations.
By contrast, MRI-derived extracellular pO2 showed weak dependence on the oxygen relaxivity constant over the ranges commonly reported in the literature (Fig. 4A) . Similarly, MRI-derived extracellular pO2 showed weak dependence on the assumed intravascular oxygen contribution over the physiological ranges commonly reported in the literature (Fig. 4B) . Fig. 5 shows ΔpO2 maps amongst different oxygen inhalation conditions. The ΔpO2 maps showed heterogeneous patterns, outlining major anatomical boundaries. ΔpO2 in the corpus callosum appeared slightly hypointense relative to neighboring gray matter. ΔpO2 in the lateral and third ventricles appeared slightly hyperintense relative to the neocortex and similar to the subcortical structures. ΔpO2 of the subcortical structures appeared hyperintense relative to the neocortices. Brain pO2 (mmHg)
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Estimated EpO2 Estimated IpO2 Estimated BtpO2 tpO2 Fig. 1 . MRI-derived mean brain tissue (tpO2), intracellular (IpO2), and extracellular (EpO2) pO2 at five different inhaled oxygen levels (normobaric air, 3ATA hyperbaric air, normobaric oxygen, 3ATA hyperbaric oxygen, and 4ATA hyperbaric oxygen). The MRIderived pO2 data were roughly linearly related to inspired pO2. These determinations assumed an extracellular volume fraction of 0.25 and baseline extra-and intracellular pO2 at normobaric air of 20 mm Hg and 7.5 mm Hg, respectively. Error bars are mean ± SEM.
Discussion
This study evaluated the feasibility of water T 1 MRI to measure tissue pO2 changes under normobaric air, normobaric oxygen, 4ATA hyperbaric air, 3ATA hyperbaric oxygen, and 4ATA HBO with oxygen as an endogenous T 1 contrast agent. The estimated extracellular brain pO2 under different inhaled oxygen concentrations are consistent with experimental data from the literature obtained using invasive techniques. The effects of various assumptions on extracellular pO2 estimates were evaluated. Extracellular pO2 values were highly dependent on the assumed baseline extracellular and intracellular pO2 values at normobaric air, with larger uncertainties at higher inhaled pO2 concentrations. Extracellular pO2 was relatively less sensitive to variations in the oxygen relaxivity constant and blood volume. ΔpO2 maps amongst various inhaled oxygen conditions showed heterogeneous pO2 changes, with relatively high pO2 changes in the ventricles, followed by subcortical structures, neocortical structures, and the corpus callosum.
Brain tissue pO2
The MRI-derived extracellular pO2 data were within the ranges of previously published experimental data made using invasive techniques. MRI-derived extracellular pO2 was markedly lower than arterial pO2 but was slightly higher than the cerebral venous pO2. Cerebral venous blood is still not fully saturated up to 3.5 ATA of HBO (Jacobson et al., 1963; Lambertsen et al., 1953) . This is consistent with our previous findings that venous baseline T 2 * signals in the brain still have room to increase and that stimulus-evoked blood oxygen level dependent functional MRI signals (which arise from changes in hemoglobin saturation) are still substantial under 3ATA HBO (Cardenas et al., 2015) .
The pO2 difference maps between different oxygen conditions showed heterogeneous spatial distributions of pO2 changes. ΔpO2 in the corpus callosum was small likely because white matter is less vascularized. ΔpO2 in the lateral and third ventricles appeared slightly higher which is consistent with the notion that extracellular pO2 is higher than intracellular pO2. The ΔpO2 of the subcortical structures also appeared higher than cortical structures, possibly due the comparatively higher vascular density in the striatum but further investigation is needed.
Effects of temperature and blood contribution
The precision of T 1 -derived pO2 in the vitreous has been reported to be about 10 mm Hg (Muir et al., 2013) . Although this precision is less favorable compared to other invasive methods, the T 1 MRI approach is the only non-invasive and depth-resolved technique to measure tpO2 in a semi-quantitative manner and can also provide a spatial map of tpO2. Major factors that could contribute to errors in tpO2 determination are discussed below. 
, arterial , arterial , arterial , venous , venous Fig. 2 . Comparison of MRI-estimated extracellular pO2 (EpO2, solid points with trend line, means ± SEM) with (A) measured brain extracellular tissue pO2 data from published literature (open points), (Daugherty et al., 2004; Jamieson and Vandenbrenk, 1963; van Hulst et al., 2003) and (B) measured blood-gas pO2 data from published literature. (Clark and Lambertsen, 1971; Jacobson et al., 1963; Lambertsen et al., 1953; Weaver and Howe, 1992; Whalen et al., 1965) . T 1 is sensitive to temperature, with a relation of 0.106 s/°C in water, which would result in errors of T 1 -estimated pO2 of about 19-23 mm Hg per 1°C change in temperature around physiological temperatures (Muir et al., 2013; Zaharchuk et al., 2006) . Thus, changes in body temperature could lead to substantial errors as the average brain tpO2 is on the order of 10 mm Hg under normal physiological conditions. Body temperature should thus be tightly controlled or taken into account.
Arterial blood T 1 could be dramatically shortened under HBO conditions relative to tissue T 1 due to the large increase in arterial pO2. Assuming an arterial T 1 of 2.2 s at normobaric air (Dobre et al., 2007) , a relaxivity of 2 × 10 −4 s −1 /mm Hg (Janne d 'Othee et al., 2003; Pilkinton et al., 2012) , and an increase of arterial pO2 by about 2500 mm Hg at 4ATA HBO, arterial blood T 1 would be reduced to 1 s. While the difference in T 1 is substantial, this contribution is likely negligible in the brain parenchyma because the mean arterial blood volume is small. Similarly, increased hemoglobin saturation could increase blood T 1 . However, this effect is likely negligible at physiological conditions and would only be present when hemoglobin becomes unsaturated (Grgac et al., 2013) . T 1 can also be affected by cerebral blood flow, so changes of cerebral blood flow under different inhaled pO2 conditions could confound the pO2 estimates. Under NBO and HBO, animals showed reduced respiration rate (causing hypercapnia), and thus cerebral blood flow was slightly elevated compared to NB (Cardenas et al., 2015; Sicard and Duong, 2005) , which could result in reduced effective T 1 . However, given the small blood volume fraction, the effects of these blood contributions on T 1 -derived tpO2 are likely negligible in the brain parenchyma.
Limitations and future perspectives
There are several limitations in this study. (i) We modeled the mean tpO2 as composed of intra-and extracellular compartments. There are other subcellular compartments with varying pO2. For example, in isolated mitochondrial preparations, the critical pO2 necessary for mitochondria to function has been reported to be as low as 2 mm Hg (Hempel et al., 1977) . T 1 MRI can only measure overall mean tpO2, a weighted average of all tissue compartments in vivo. Models that include subcellular compartments have been developed and applied to exogenous contrast agents (Strijkers et al., 2009 ) and could be explored in future studies. (ii) We also assumed that the extracellular to intracellular pO2 ratios are the same under different inhaled oxygen concentrations. This assumption does not affect the mean tpO2 calculation but could affect the secondary calculations of intracellular and extracellular pO2. (iii) While our tissue pO2 data were obtained under urethane, isoflurane, and α-chloralose anesthesia as well as slightly different MRI parameters, the resultant changes in pO2 were consistent between groups and were within the ranges of published experimental pO2 data, which were also obtained under different experimental conditions (i.e., different anesthetics and measurement methods). Comparison of brain tpO2 under different anesthetics in the same animals would be of interest. It would be also be of interest to investigate tissue /mm Hg) and (B) blood volume fraction (BVol) on MRI-derived extracellular tissue pO2. For the varying blood volume data, intracellular volume fraction was kept constant while the extracellular volume fraction was adjusted to account for the blood volume fraction. Literature data of experimental extracellular pO2 from Fig. 2 are included for comparison. EpO2: baseline extracellular pO2 at normobaric air in mm Hg, IpO2: baseline intracellular pO2 at normobaric air, Evol: extracellular volume fraction, Ivol: intracellular volume fraction. oxygenation under hypercapnic or hypoxic conditions. (iv) tpO2 could be influenced by a number of biological or physiological variations. Basal R 1 could vary between individuals, thereby affecting tpO2 estimates. Brain injury, disease and aging, and other factors, could change basal R 1 . While these biological variations make it challenging to compare absolute tpO2 across subjects and between normal and diseased subjects, measuring tpO2 changes associated with oxygen inhalation using this approach may be useful.
It may also be possible to measure task-evoked tpO2 changes with T 1 MRI if the effects of cerebral blood flow changes on T 1 can be deconvolved or removed (i.e., using crusher gradients). We expect that the accuracy and precision as well as the speed of T 1 measurements could be improved which should improve tpO2 measurements. Finally, future studies need to validate the T 1 approach to measure tpO2 with direct comparisons in the same animal with other established methods, such as with oxygen electrodes.
Conclusions
We evaluated the feasibility of T 1 MRI to estimate brain tissue oxygenation under normobaric air, normobaric oxygen, hyperbaric air, and hyperbaric oxygen. The effects of various assumptions on brain tissue pO2 estimates were evaluated. This non-invasive tpO2 approach may prove useful for evaluating tissue oxygenation in disease states such as ischemic stroke and cancer.
